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Abstract: To relate the increasing behavior of processor and 

main memory in economical manner, new cache designs and 

implementations are essential. Cache is liable for themain part of 

energy consumption. This paper presents an implementation of 

mesochronous pipelined scheme for high performance digital 

circuit using asynchronouscache. As a result of the real fact that 

design of cache memory is time consuming and error prone 

manner, configurable and synthesizable model generates a 

particular variety of caches in reproducible and speedy fashion. 

The mesochronous pipelined cache, implemented by C-Elements 

which act as a disseminated message passing system. The RTL 

cache model is implemented in 8×8 multiplier circuit in this 

paper contains large amount of data and instruction caches and 

it has a wide array of configurable parameters. Finally, the 

proposed model produces low delay, reduced area and low power 

consumption compared to the existing 8 bit multiplication 

process. 

    Keywords: Mesochronous pipelined, asynchronous cache, 

delay, area, power consumption, 8 bit multiplier, RTL model 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In digital market, popular of processors are related to 

embedded systems (Tennenhouse, 2000). The 

microcontrollers, FPGAs DSPs and groupings of SoCs offer 

solution for embedded system. Since FPGAs have revealed 

important advances in density, speed and storage capacity, 

they have been usually employed in general purpose 

embedded computing systems. Due to the different 

functionality of FPGAs, complication level rises thus 

enhancing the number of logic gates used in the circuit. This 

result showed improved energy dissipation in the digital 

system (Anderson and Najm, 2004). Another anxiety is the 

increasing the speed of processor and main memory which 

produces a bottleneck however retrieving data from 

memory. Though, the programmers need unlimited fast 

memory, it is too costly to achieve. Hence, the optimal 

resolution is to deliver memory hierarchy in which 

individual levelsare faster and more costly per bit than 

instantaneous higher level (Patterson and Hennessey, 2003). 

The cache is the initial level in memory hierarchy.  
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Modern multi-core processors use multiple levels of cache 

to increase the performance. In most such systems, caches 

are regularly shared by processors for synchronized 

applications. According to the principle of locality, 

instruction set showed temporal and spatial locality. This 

principle creates the origin of cache memory hierarchy, 

leads to the performance of the processor and it is dependent 

on the speed of cache moderately than slow main memory. 

45% energy consumption of a processor is donated by cache 

hierarchy (Segars, 2001). 

   Research reveals that the alteration in cache memory 

parameters can deliver decrease in energy consumption to 

62% (Ross et al., 2005) andit leads to the performance 

improvement by 30% (Ross et al., 2004). The complex task 

of defining a suitable cache configuration for different 

application, analysis and simulation takes significant 

computational time period. To reduce area and energy 

dissipation without conceding the performance, designers 

want to create strategies for new design space exploration. 

    Pipelining denotes the execution of instructions 

concurrently with individual instruction se6 present at 

various processing stage. Itimproves the performance of the 

system by enhancing the number of instructions is processed 

in a specific machine cycle without disturbing clock 

frequency (Nowick, 2011). The number of concurrent 

instructions executed with the number of pipelining 

stageswhich improves throughput. From numerous 

classifications, pipelines are generally categorized into 

synchronous and asynchronous counter. A synchronous 

pipeline has all its modules, administratedby a single global 

clock pulse, but in an asynchronous pipelining, all modules 

are independent by different and shake protocols to 

communicate. Both counters haveown set of merits and 

demerits. Theupper sides of asynchronous pipelines areself-

governing due to the clock skew and global timing issues 

(Gupta, Pandey, & Gupta, 2012).  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

While implementing embedded system, one has to 

compromise energy dissipation, behavior model and cost. 

The critical task is to choose the best cache model which 

comprises the group oftotal cache dimensions, cache line 

size, and amount of associatively and some other 

architectural options. These characteristics greatly create an 

impaction hit rate and energy consumption incache access.  
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The power consumption arises when (i) cache is accessed 

(ii) data are transferred to the next memory level throughout 

the cache miss and also data will be transformed to the idle 

processor when miss arises (Peeter, 1996). Associatively 

separates cache into number of ways, each and individual 

cache is looked up simultaneously during cache access.For 

some programs, the hit rate ofcache is enhanced by 

increasing number of ways from two to four. 

 (Patterson and Hennessey, 2003), further than four, the 

enhancement is not significant. More ways denote more 

simultaneous look-ups per access leads to more energy per 

access: a direct mapped cache utilizes only 30% of energy 

per access as a four way set associated cache (Reinman and 

Jouppi, 1999). 

   Clocking is a vital component in digital systemdesign. 

Switching actions in pipelined system arise in well-defined 

pattern and exact moments with reference to globally 

distributed clock signal. In digital system, data andcontrol 

signals, clock signal will produceleading fan-outand firmest 

switching rate. To attain greater clock frequencies, ultra thin 

super pipelines were used and as a result the load of clock 

distribution is increasing and it is become tremendously 

difficult to allocate GHz clock signal (Oklobdzija, 2002).In 

conventional pipeline schemes, larger currents were 

consumed by clock networkand pipeline registers and it will 

increase the power consumption. The clock network 

consumes 50% of the total chip power consumption. These 

larger currents cause greater IR drops in power supply 

network, which is mandatory for RLC network. Also, slew 

rates (di/dt) of large current are linked with on-chip 

inductance. These power supply noise disturb the power 

supply integrity and further this is deteriorated due to 

reducing supply voltage levels (Duarte et al., 2002). 

     Architecture modifications can remove complex clock 

distribution to minimize power supply noise, power 

consumption and increase system performance. Alternative 

architectures like a synchronous pipelining, wave pipelining 

and package wiring have been proposed. While 

asynchronous pipelining maybe interesting since it 

completely removes the distribution of clock pulse, it is 

complex and further linked to synchronous schemes 

(Friedman, 2001). Our Mesochronous pipeline (MPP) 

schemealters pipeline architecture to reportthe power 

problems and it is also used to achieve higher performance 

(Tatapudi and Delgado-Frias, 2005). 

    In this paper, we present a high performance from MPP 

scheme with cache for 8 bit multiplier and compare it with 

the conventional pipeline scheme. The organization of this 

paper is as follows. In Section II, existing MPP and cache 

concept was discussed. In Section III, wediscuss the 

implementation of an 8-bit multiplier inconventional and 

mesochronous pipeline with cache architecture. 

Performance analysis of the multiplier was presented in 

SectionIV. Finally, concluding remarks were presentedin 

Section V. 

III. PROPOSED RESEARCH DESIGN 

A. Mesochronous Pipeline Architecture 

In a conventional pipeline (CPP) scheme, a digital system 

isseparated into small sub-systems known as pipeline 

stagesdivided by pipeline registers. In pipelined system, at 

any time each stage works on only one data set. While the 

computation is completed in a particular stage, data is 

distributedto the next stage of the pipeline. Pipeline 

registerscoordinate this data transfer from one stage to the 

nextstage with the support of globally distributed clock 

signal. This clocksignal must activate all the pipeline 

registers instantaneously. When new data enter into a stage 

only afterdata in a particular stage has been unoccupied. In 

pipelined system, pipeline stage with extended computation 

time orders clock-cycle time for thewhole system (Gray et 

al., 1994). 

   The mesochronous pipeline scheme (MPP) alters CPP 

scheme to attain higher performance, by reducingthe clock 

distribution it will reduce power consumption. BothMPP 

and CPP scheme, a digital system ispartitioned into pipeline 

stages. Though, it is clocked suchthat a pipeline stage is 

working on more than one data setinstantaneously. At any 

time, multiple data sets mayexist in a stage and these data 

sets are divided based onphysical properties of internal 

nodes. This removes the necessityof pipeline registers. The 

number of registers eliminated is always dependent on 

simultaneous data sets without synchronization. Thisconcept 

is somewhatsimilar to wave-pipeline scheme(Burleson et al., 

1998).  

B. Proposed Mesochronous Pipeline for 8 Bit 

Multiplier using Asynchronous Cache 

In this section we presented a multiplier simulated in MPP 

schemes andit illustrated how MPP clocking 

techniqueinfluences on power and performance of 

mesochronous pipelined system.Carry-Save Adder (CSA) 

technique is a famoustechnique frequently used to attain fast 

multipliers. By using thistechnique, M-bit multiplier, M 

layers through 1-bit FullAdders (FA) decrease M-partial 

products to two partial productsstill the data flows from the 

one layer ofadders to the next layer of adders. In the last 

stage of multiplier, twoM-bit partial products have 

combined to generate finalproduct. The adder used for the 

final integrationincludespropagation of carry signal. Fast 

adder implementations are similar to carry-look aheadand it 

used to minimize the delay inlast layer; though these 

structures raisethecomplicationfor large word sizes and 

createlessening returns. 

 

Figure 1 Proposed Mesochronous Pipeline for 8 Bit Multiplier 

Using Asynchronous Cache 
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Instead of addingM-layers of 1-bit Half Adders, this method 

combines final partial products. This increasesthroughput, 

but there is upsurge in latency.To attainfast multiplier, CSA 

architecture ispipelined. In MPP scheme, minimum 

clockperiod is achieved by making 2M layers into a 

pipelinestages and it isdivided by pipeline registers. 

Efficiently, MPPmultiplier has2M stages by2M+1 

pipelineregisters.  

An 8×8-bit pipelined multiplier was designedwith 

16pipeline stages and 17 sets of inter-stage registers. The 

logic enclosedamong any two adjacentregister stages 

maintains multiple data sets concurrently. Inthis 

implementation, there are 3 pipeline stages and 4register 

stages. The replacement of the registers to cache 

memorywas based on maximum delay difference and that 

can be controlledby targetclock frequency.Figure 1 showed 

the mesochronous pipeline for 8 bit multiplier using 

asynchronous cache. 

    A fast multiplier can be designed if its basic cells 

haveminimum propagation delay. The basic cells in the 

multiplierhas flip-flop, two input AND gate, FA, HA, two 

input OR gate, and latches. The critical cellsin multiplier 

circuit are FA and HA. A differential transmission-gate 

implementation has been employed toattainFA and HA 

(Rabaey et al., 2002). The registers inthe multiplier have 

been recognized using asynchronous cache. 

C. Design of Asynchronous Cache Interface 

The asynchronous cache interface enables the data 

transferfrom one component to another component using 

handshaking concept (Putnam et al., 2009).The process of 

Handshaking was explained as following steps: 

Step 1: Primarily all four handshake signals are low. 

Step 2: The block A transmits data and at the same time, 

itmoves req_A to high. 

Step 3: Subsequently req_B is low, ack_A will move to 

high. The positiveedge of ack_A is used asa clock 

signal for data register.Thus, data_A is overloaded 

to the stage register. 

Step 4: The ack_A signal is used as an input of 

subsequentC-Element. When ack_A is moves to 

high stage, it switches req_B to high. 

Step 5: When req_A moves to low, ack_A will also turn into 

low. 

Step 6: The second C-Element delays for ack_B signalfrom 

next stage and it goes to high. When ack_B is 

moved tohigh, it considers that next stage has read 

the outputdata from the register. This roots req_B 

to move low. 

Step 7: Finally, corresponding req_B moves to low, the 

blockB moves ack_B signal to low. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section validated the results of designed 8 bit multiplier 

with cachearchitecture. Once the design synthesis was 

performedand then the designis transformed and mapped by 

Xilinx ISE. The HDL codingfor the executed8 bit multiplier 

cache architecture is fully parameterized.This feature 

improves design flexibility and it can be easilyused with 

different specification settings.Simulations have been 

achieved on multiplier layout inTSMC 180nm (drawn length 

200nm, 1.8V supply voltage) CMOS technology. A number 

of simulations have beenexecuted on the full adder to 

exactly characterize the performance. 

A. Performance evaluation 

In the design implementation, data cache and instruction 

cache are produced by 256 lines of 12-bits; four bits are 

utilized as tags. Therefore, total amounts are 3 kilobytes per 

cache. Tovalidate the functionality of cache architecture, the 

gate-level simulations were performed. 

   RESET signal is used to bring the cache to initial state. It 

is asynchronous and no operations can be achieved whilethis 

signal is in higher level. Then the input is requested from the 

processor and the address will be in 16-bit from the 

processor and this address tag is used to carry the 

instruction. A low value designates a read operation whereas 

a high value designates a writeoperation. aand b are the two 

different input 8-bit data that is to be stored in the cache 

throughout write operation. Acknowledgement from the 

higher level memory indicates that it has examined the 

request from cache for refill process. The datafrom higher 

level memory was read then this signal will move to high 

and the memory request was controlled by memoryinterface. 

The data output bus contains 8-bit output data from a read 

operation for the processor and then the Acknowledgement 

out message is sent from the cache to the processor once the 

particular operation has been performed. This output process 

was shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Gate level simulation of mesoporous pipelined 8 bit multiplier circuit with asynchronous cache 
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Table 1. Performance Comparison of Mesochronous Pipeline Scheme and 8 bit Asynchronous Cache Method 

Parameter Energy (mJ) Power(mW) Area(mm2) Delay (ps) 

Asynchronous cache method 26.63 6.2 0.05821 200 

Mesochronous Pipeline Scheme 29.45 7.6 0.07243 280 

 

The propagation delay for mesochronous pipelining 

was280ps (dmin) and proposed mesoporous 8 bit multiplier 

with asynchronous cache was 200ps (dmax), resulting in 

amaximum delay variation of 80ps.  The power 

consumptionofmesochronous pipelining was 7.6 mW and 

proposed mesoporous 8 bit multiplier with asynchronous 

cache was 6.2 mW, resulting in a maximum power variation 

of 1.4 mW. The energy for mesochronous pipelining was 

29.45 mJ and proposed mesoporous 8 bit multiplier with 

asynchronous cache was 26.63 mJ, resulting in maximum 

energy variation of 2.82 mJ. The area required for 

mesochronous pipelining was 0.07243 mm2 and proposed 

mesoporous 8 bit multiplier with asynchronous cache was 

0.05821mm2. Performance comparison of mesochronous 

pipeline scheme and 8 bit asynchronous cache method was 

shown in Table 1. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have presented the high level 

implementation of mesochronous pipelined scheme for high 

performance digital circuits using asynchronous cache. Each 

of the units of cache architectures interfaced with 8 bit 

multiplier circuitry asynchronous interfaces. No doubt, the 

enriched pipelining reduces area and energy with increased 

control circuitry which is essential for controlling number of 

handshakes; we have saved significant area by eliminating 

clock generation, distribution and gating. The implemented 

cache model is configurable inters of many parameters, e.g. 

area, power, energy and delay etc. This parameterization 

allows implemented model to adapt with any problem 

specification without altering the developed VHDL code. 

The results revealed that design effectively attains 

remarkable performance relatively but it has smaller design 

complexity while comparing with synchronous parts. 

Asynchronous design has advantage on automatic power 

down, our work focuses on designing asynchronous cache 

with improved simplicity from synchronization. 
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